Phylonium: Fast Estimation of Evolutionary Distances from Large Samples of Similar Genomes.
Tracking disease outbreaks by whole genome sequencing leads to the collection of large samples of closely related sequences. Five years ago we published a method to accurately compute all pairwise distances for such samples by indexing each sequence. Since indexing is slow, we now ask whether it is possible to achieve similar accuracy when indexing only a single sequence. We have implemented this idea in the program phylonium and show that it is as accurate as its predecessor and roughly 100 times faster when applied to all 2678 E. coli genomes contained in ENSEMBL. One of the best published programs for rapidly computing pairwise distances, mash, analyzes the same data set four times faster but, with default settings, it is less accurate than phylonium. Phylonium runs under the UNIX command line; its C ++ sources and documentation are available from github.com/evolbioinf/phylonium.